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ABSTRACT
This paper presents an automated methodology for extract-
ing the spatiotemporal activity model of a person using a
wireless sensor network deployed inside a home. The sensor
network is modeled as a source of spatiotemporal symbols
whose output is triggered by the monitored person’s mo-
tion over space and time. Using this stream of symbols,
we formulate the problem of human activity modeling as a
spatiotemporal pattern-matching problem on top of the se-
quence of symbolic information the sensor network produces
and solve it using an exhaustive search algorithm. The ef-
fectiveness of the proposed methodology is demonstrated on
a real 30-day dataset extracted from an ongoing deployment
of a sensor network inside a home monitoring an elder. Our
algorithm examines the person’s data over these 30 days and
automatically extracts the person’s daily pattern.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.5 [Pattern Recognition]: Models

General Terms
Algorithms,Design,Experimentation

Keywords
Human activity model, spatiotemporal activity patterns

1. INTRODUCTION
The growing numbers of aging baby boomers and the in-

creasing healthcare cost obviates the need for automated
services that will increase the independence and autonomy
of elders living at home. Wireless sensor networks offer a
promising technology for realizing such services. On one
hand, small wearable devices can collect biometric infor-
mation, provide feedback and automatically update medical
records. On the other hand, other devices deployed inside
the living environment, can monitor the actual people over
space and time, understand their activities/behaviors and
provide responsive services to them. For instance, an intel-
ligent sensor network could be used to guard against unsafe
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activities inside the house, post reminders, automate tasks
and even initiate conversation with the monitored person.
Instead of passively monitoring the home environment, the
wireless sensor network could actively use the sensing infor-
mation to enforce a set of rules such as: make sure that the
person is engaging(or not engaging) into the activities that
his doctor recommends (or does not recommend), predict
the activities that will be performed next and automatically
prepare the house for them, detect unusual or abnormal ac-
tivity and notify the necessary medical personnel and/or
family and close friends with detailed information about the
status of the monitored person over the last few minutes,
hours or days, and more.

In this paper we explore the problem of creating a hu-
man activity model from data collected by a sensor network
deployed inside a home. We do so by deploying sensors in
the house infrastructure without requiring the inhabitant to
wear any sensors. Our reasoning for constructing the models
is based on the fact that human activity is a sequence of ac-
tions over space and time. All humans execute a daily cycle
in which many activities are periodic and elders living alone
in particular, tend to have a highly periodic set of routines
that they execute from day to day.

As the monitored person moves from room to room in-
side the house, a sequence of detected sensing features is
produced over time. This sequence represents the moni-
tored person’s activity signature and its composed of a set of
triplets containing location, time and duration information.
To better illustrate this, consider the 7-day data trace, we
have acquired through an actual sensor network deployment
in an elder’s person house, shown in Figure 1. By simply in-
specting the sequence of rooms that the person visited over
time inside the house, it is clear that patterns, strongly re-
lated to the person’s activities, start emerging. The sleeping
pattern, the bathroom visits, the time that the person is not
home and many more patterns provide invaluable informa-
tion about the person’s daily living habits.

The main contribution of this paper is the development
of a methodology for automatically identifying the activity
model of a person (like the one shown in Figure 7) using
a wireless sensor network. First, we model the sensor net-
work as a spatiotemporal symbol generator that is triggered
by the monitored person as he moves over space and time.
Based on our network model, we formulate the problem of
finding the daily activity model of a person as the problem of
finding the most probable, network-level, sequences of node-
level, sensing features, namely location, time and duration.
We propose a methodology for encoding the detected sensing



Figure 1: 7-day window of the data trace recorded from our home network deployment.

features (location, time and duration) in a way that allows
us to apply an exhaustive, yet very efficient, algorithm for
automatically discovering sequential patterns based on how
frequently they appear in a given data trace. The effective-
ness of the proposed methodology is demonstrated using a
data trace collected by an actual sensor network deployment
of Passive Infrared sensors (PIR) in the house of an elder per-
son living alone for a period of 30 days. Our results, show
that: 1) there is a daily activity pattern and 2) we can au-
tomatically generate this daily activity model while taking
into account both its spatial and temporal characteristics.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 provides an overview of the related work. In Section 3
we present our testbed along with the type of information
it records and we describe in detail the proposed network
model. In Section 4 we formulate the problem of human ac-
tivity model generation as a human spatiotemporal pattern
discovery problem. Section 5 describes an exhaustive, yet
efficient, pattern finding algorithm and Section 6 provides a
novel, simple and scalable way for jointly considering space
and time information in the pattern discovery process. In
Section 7 we present the results of applying the proposed
method on a 30-day dataset, recorded from a deployed sen-
sor network in an actual elder’s person. Section 8 concludes
the paper.

2. RELATED WORK
The problem of human activity recognition has been con-

sidered in several different domains [7, 12, 11] including wire-
less sensor networks [6, 14, 17, 13, 1]. These approaches
usually focus on the robust detection of a single activity ei-
ther through specification or typical learning techniques on
top of labeled data. Our work differs in the sense that (1)
it provides a general method for discovering multiple activ-
ities given a large data trace that contains unlabeled data
and (2) it takes special care of both spatial and temporal
characteristics of different activities.

The most closely related work to ours is the work done

by Agrawal at. al [2, 3]. There, the notion of frequent
itemset and frequent sequential pattern discovery in a se-
quence of events is introduced. Based on the apriori prin-
ciple, Agrawal et. al was the first to propose efficient al-
gorithms for discovering spatiotemporal sequences of events
in large event sequences [3]. Since then, several research ef-
forts led to minor [16, 5, 15] or major [10] modifications of
these algorithms. The major difference in our work lies on
the way we encode and use time information in the pattern
discovery phase. In particular, we propose to encode time
information in the actual input events and on a per-event
basis. By doing so, we can combine the efficiency of the
apriori-based sequential pattern mining algorithms with the
flexibility of exploiting different temporal charcteristics on
different input events. Our work also differs from previous
research efforts [5, 15] in the sense that we focus on discov-
ering sequential patterns that are closely related to human
activities and not abstract, statistical correlations of events
in the input sequence that might not be directly mapped to
human activities.

Our previous work in hierarchical human activity recogni-
tion based on user-defined probabilistic context-free gram-
mars [8, 9] is complimentary to the work presented here.
Instead of relying on a user-defined specification of an ac-
tivity as it was done in previous papers [8], in this paper
we automatically extract the activity as a spatiotemporal
pattern given a recorded data set that might contain one or
more activities. The two approaches are complimentary in
the sense that the automatically discovered patterns could
be used to refine the user-defined activity specifications so
that more robust activity detection is achieved.

3. DEPLOYMENT AND NETWORK MODEL
The data considered for this work comes from an ongo-

ing sensor network deployment that monitors an elder liv-
ing alone. The testbed includes a wide variety of sensors in-
cluding tracking cameras, door sensors and passive infrared
sensors. To derive the activity models presented in this pa-



per we only used the PIR measurements. Every room in the
house contains PIR sensors placed in a pattern that can cap-
ture the elder’s transitions from room to room. Each time
a sensor gets triggered it transmits its ID to a home gate-
way that timestamps and records the sensor ID and uses the
data to compute a room-transition function. A 7-day time
window of the room transition plot from the actual testbed
is shown in Figure 1. From this high level view it is already
apparent that the daily activity of the person under observa-
tion has regular reccurring patterns. The method proposed
in this paper will be applied to the complete dataset to ex-
tract these recurring patterns and construct a model of the
person’s daily pattern.

Based on our deployment, the network generates a se-
quence of triplets of the form: {P, T, D} where: P is the
phoneme detected by the sensor node (a room identifier
for this discussion), T is the actual timestamp at which
this phoneme was detected and D is the duration of the
phoneme.
According to the above definition, the output of sensor node
i over time will be a time ordered sequence of triplets Si.
Assuming that in a given time frame, sensor node i has
generated Ni triplets, its output can be denoted as follows:

Si =< {P i
1 , T i

1 , Di
1}, {P i

2 , T i
2 , Di

2}, . . . , {P i
Ni

, T i
Ni

, Di
Ni
} >

, where : T i
1 < T i

2 < . . . < T i
Ni

Consequently, the output O over time of a sensor network
with n nodes becomes a collection of such time ordered se-
quences of triplets:

O = {S1, S2, . . . , Sn},
|S1| = N1, |S2| = N2, . . . , |Sn| = Nn

where Si is the time ordered output sequence at node i, con-
taining Ni triplets. For instance, in Figure 1, the waveform
at the bottom represents the output O of the sensor network
while the two waveforms on the top represent the outputs
of the nodes monitoring the bedroom and the bathroom re-
spectively.

We define an episode E(Tstart, Tstop) as the time-ordered
sequence of all triplets in the output sequences of every node
in the network that were recorded between Tstart and Tstop.
Formally, the episode E(Tstart, Tstop) is defined as follows:

E(Tstart, Tstop) = {(P i
j , T i

j , Di
j)|(P i

j , T i
j , Di

j) ∈ Si, Tstart ≤
T i

j ≤ Tstop∀i, j}
Note that each episode is nothing more than a temporal
clustering of triplets that might be recorded to one or more
sensor nodes. Given the definition of episodes we can ex-
press the output O of the sensor network as a collection of
episodes:

O = {E(T1, T2), E(T2, T3), E(T3, T4), ...} (1)

To better illustrate our network model, let us consider the
simple night/morning activity of the elder person monitored
in our deployment. According to the data trace collected,
the elder person will go to sleep around 11pm, wake up to
go to the bathroom in the middle of the night and then re-
turn to sleep, then wake up again in the morning to visit
the bathroom and then visit the kitchen to have breakfast.
Given that the basic phonemes generated by our sensor net-
work are rooms, a typical sequence of time-ordered phoneme
triplets would be the following(duration is in minutes):

< {Bed, ”11 : 00pm”, 300}, {Bath, ”4 : 00am”, 5},
{Bed, ”4 : 05am”, 300}, {Bath, ”9 : 05am”, 10},
{Kitchen, ”9 : 15am”, 30} >
The above sequence represents an instance of the night/morning

activity pattern of the elder person. If we define an episode
as the time-ordered sequences of all phoneme triplets that
take place between 10pm and 10am every day, then different
episodes would correspond to different instances of the same
activity pattern:

E1(10pm, 10am) =< {Bed, ”11 : 00pm”, 300},
{Bath, ”4 : 00am”, 5}, {Bed, ”4 : 05am”, 300},
{Bath, ”9 : 05am”, 10}, {Kitchen, ”9 : 15am”, 30} >

E2(10pm, 10am) =< {Bed, ”10 : 30pm”, 270},
{Bath, ”3 : 00am”, 3}, {Bed, ”3 : 03am”, 330},
{Kitchen, ”8 : 33am”, 20} >

E3(10pm, 10am) = . . .
Note, that in different episodes the abolute time and dura-
tion characteristics of the sequences or even the sequences
themselves might be different.

4. EXTRACTING ACTIVITY PATTERNS
FROM DATA SEQUENCES

The output O of the sensor network is a collection of
triplet sequences over time that are temporally organized
in episodes. Each episode encodes the spatiotemporal ac-
tivity of the monitored person in a specific time window.
Different episodes provide different instances of the mon-
itored person’s activity at different points in time. As a
result of this, discovering the similarities across a large set
of episodes results into discovering the basic activity model
of the monitored person. The type of the model depends
on the time duration of an episode. For instance, when an
episode is defined as a single day, week or month of activ-
ity then the process of discovering activity patterns across
a large set of episodes corresponds to the daily, weekly or
monthly activity model respectively.

In particular, the more frequently a sequence of phoneme
triplets appears on a sequence of episodes the more impor-
tant it is for the activity model. In general, given a sequence
of episodes, we define the frequency fs of a phoneme triplet
sequence as:

fs =
NE

s

NE

where NE
s is the number of episodes where the sequence s

appears at least once and NE is the total number of episodes.
Note that: 0 ≤ fs ≤ 1 and therefore the frequency fs can
be seen as the appearance probability of the sequence s in
the input sequence of episodes.
Problem Statement: Given a sequence of episodes gener-
ated by a sensor network, find all the sequences si of triplets
with frequency fsi ≥ fth.

The goal of the above problem statement is to find the
most frequent sequences of triplets in a given sensor net-
work output. fth is a user-specified threshold that defines
what most frequent actually means. All sequences with a
frequency higher than fth are considered to be frequent.
Frequency can be considered as a measure of how often a
sequence of triplets appears in the output of the network.
The more often a sequence appears the more probable is
that this sequence encodes one of the core(most-performed)
activities of the monitored person. Being able to find all
these core activities will allow us to build the spatiotempo-
ral model of the person’s daily, weekly or monthly activity
habits. The ability to construct a model with spatiotempo-
ral characteristics lies on the fact that triplets encode both
spatial (phoneme P) and temporal (timestamp T and dura-
tion D) information.



// Find all frequent sequences of size 1
L = 1
FL = {s|fs ≥ fth}
while(FL! = ∅)
{ L = L + 1

// Generate candidate frequent sequences of size L
CL = candidate generation(FL−1)
for every episode E
{

// Find all candidate frequent sequences
// that appear in episode E
CE = find sequences(CL, E)
for every sequence s in CE

{
fs = fs + 1

}
}
FL = {s|s ∈ CLandfs ≥ fth}

}
Frequent Sequences =

S
FL

Figure 2: The a-priori algorithm for discovering the
frequent sequences in a set of episodes.

5. HUMAN ACTIVITY DISCOVERY
To simplify our discussion, in this section, we will ignore

the temporal information included in each triplet generated
from a sensor node. In the next section we demonstrate how
the proposed approach can be transparently used on top of
the spatiotemporal triplets.

A brute-force approach to the problem would be to gen-
erate all possible sequences of all possible lengths for all the
different episodes, then compute the frequency of each se-
quence and choose those sequences that have a frequency
higher than fth. Even though this consists of an exhaus-
tive search over the input that will find all frequent pa-
terns, it requires to first generate a huge list of candidate
frequent sequences and then for each one of these candi-
dates we have to parse all the episodes to compute each
candidate’s frequency. Even worse, as the number of dif-
ferent phonemes increases and/or the number of observed
phonemes in an episode increases, the number of candidate
frequent sequences explodes.

Our goal is to reduce the total number of candidate fre-
quent sequences before we even try to compute their fre-
quencies while making sure that all frequent patterns will
be discovered. To deal with this problem, we take advantage
of the apriori principle [2, 3]: if a sequence is frequent then
all of its subsequences must be frequent. This argument is
very similar to the shortest path argument in a network of
nodes. The path between any pair nodes that are located on
the shortest path between two nodes is also a shortest path.
This observation is very important for two reasons. First, it
indicates that all the candidate frequent sequences of size L
should be generated by the frequent sequences of size L− 1.
This is due to the fact that the supersequence of any non-
frequent sequence will also be a non-frequent sequence. Sec-
ond, after generating the candidate frequent sequences of
size L, every sequence that contains a non-frequent subse-
quence should be automatically eliminated because it cannot
be frequent. Based on these two fundamental observations,
Agrawal et. al have designed an efficient algorithm, called
the a-priori algorithm, for exhaustively searching the input
set of episodes to find all the frequent sequences [2, 3].

Figure 2 shows the basic steps of this algorithm. First,

the frequency of every sequence of length one is computed.
In practice, the frequency of every phoneme is computed
and the set of frequent phonemes F1 is formed by choosing
all the phonemes with frequency higher than fth. At the
next step, the set of frequent phonemes is used to generate
the candidate frequent sequences of length two. In general,
the algorithm will iteratively generate all candidate frequent
sequences of size L using as input the frequent sequences of
size L − 1. This is done in two discrete steps that have
been exhaustively studied in the dta mining domain [2, 3,
16, 18, 4]:the candidate generation and pruning steps. First
(candidate generation step), every frequent sequence of size
L−1 is expanded by one frequent phoneme. If there are more
than one frequent phonemes then every frequent sequence
of size L− 1 generates a candidate frequent sequence of size
L for every frequent phoneme. Second (candidate pruning
step), the candidate frequent sequences of size L that contain
a non-frequent subsequence of size L − 1 are immediately
eliminated and CL is formed. As soon as CL is defined, we
pass each episode to find which of the sequences in CL are
contained in that episode. Every time that a sequence in CL

is contained in an episode its frequency is increased by one.
After we examine all episodes, the set of frequent sequences
of size L (FL) is formed by keeping only those candidate
frequent sequences in CL with frequency higher than fth.
This process continues iteratively until the set of candidate
frequent sequences is the empty set. The final output of the
algorithm consists of all the frequent sequences of different
sizes.

Note, that at each iteration of the algorithm the new can-
didate frequent sequences are generated by the frequent se-
quences identified in the previous step. In that way, the
overall number of sequences for which we have to compute
their frequency is drastically reduced at every step. This re-
duces the number of passes we have to perform over the set
of episodes, which in general might be quite large. Hence,
the cost of finding the most frequent patterns while making
sure that all existing frequent patterns will be discovered is
dramatically reduced.

6. HANDLING SPACE AND TIME
The methodology presented in the previous section allows

for an exhaustive search over the output of the sensor net-
work for discovering sequences of triplets with a frequency
that is higher than a predefined threshold. Even though
each triplet contains both location and time information
(start time and duration) , so far we have only used the
time in a primitive way for sorting out the locations pro-
duced by the different nodes in the network. As a result of
this, the sequences we discover are nothing more than se-
quences of spatial features over time. It is apparent that
essential temporal information included in the triplets is ig-
nored. For instance, consider the simple example where we
want to monitor the bathroom usage from an elder person
living inside the house. Knowing that the monitored per-
son visited the bathroom is a useful piece of information.
However, knowing when this visit took place is even more
important; it is normal for an elder person to visit the bath-
room regularly during a day and right after he wakes up,
but when a bathroom visit is taking place in the middle of
the night its meaning might be totally different. In the same
sense, the duration of this activity is also very important.
For example, a couple of bathroom visits in the evening or



during the day might be considered normal activity, how-
ever, lengthier bathroom visits over the night can be used
to identify abnormal or possibly emergency situations.

It is clear that even though location, time and duration
of an event/activity can independently provide useful infor-
mation, when these features are combined together we can
interpret the same event in a totally different way. Given
this, the following question arises: How can we combine the
different spatial and temporal information that a triplet pro-
vides with the methodology presented in the previous section
in a scalable way? Answering this question is challenging
due to the following reasons:
(1) Different activities and even different phonemes require
different time and duration resolutions. For instance, moni-
toring bedroom activity requires a duration resolution that
can vary from tens of minutes to several hours. In the same
sense, bathroom monitoring requires a duration resolution
that varies from a few minutes up to tens of minutes. For the
proposed sequence pattern discovery method to be efficient
enough in terms of discovering informative patterns, we have
to concurrently support all these different resolutions.
(2) The support of different time and duration resolutions
must have the minimum possible impact on the size of the
data set over which the proposed method is executed. In-
creasing the size of the data set can lead to extremely large
execution times of the proposed method and therefore limit
its applicability.

Current state-of-the-art methods take advantage of user-
defined time windows to guide the pattern discovery process
in the sequence of episodes [16, 10]. These time windows are
used to constrain the scope of the pattern search algorithm
in terms of the actual time and duration of a pattern. Even
though this approach does not increase the size of the input
to the search algorithm, it has a significant drawback; it is
not flexible enough to adjust to the different temporal char-
acteristics of different patterns. Using a fixed time window
in the search algorithm prevent us from efficiently searching
for temporal patterns. On the other hand, using variable
window sizes can significantly increase the complexity of the
pattern search algorithm.

To deal with this issue, we have designed a flexible, user-
configured, hierarchical temporal abstraction layer that en-
codes both the spatial and temporal information of a triplet
into a single spatiotemporal symbol/phoneme. Executing the
method described in the previous section on top of these
symbols allows us to discover spatiotemporal sequences. Fig-
ure 3 shows the main components of the proposed temporal
abstraction layer. Note that besides the sensor network in-
put of triplets sequence, the user of the system provides two
sets of condition parameters. These are used to hierarchi-
cally condition the input triplets based on their timestamps
and/or their duration. Both parameter sets include user-
specified conditions that could be applied to all, a subset or
only a specific triplet of the input sequence. The filtering
process for identifying which triplets are subject to a condi-
tion parameter is done using their phoneme fields. Initially,
every triplet in the input sequence that satisfies the filtering
criteria will be conditioned on the actual timestamp it was
recorded using the user-defined parameters. This process
will convert all or a subset of the input triplets: {P, T, D}
into a tuple: {P T , D}, where P T is the new phoneme name
(provided by the user) that embeds both spatial and abso-
lute time information. Note that if a condition parameter
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Figure 3: Outline of the temporal abstraction layer.

for a specific type of phoneme does not exist, then the input
triplet is simply converted to a tuple by ignoring the times-
tamp field of the triplet. At the immediate next level, the
tuples that satisfy the filtering criteria of the user-specified
duration condition parameters will be conditioned on their
duration values. Again, if a condition parameter for a spe-
cific type of phoneme does not exist, then the input tuple is
simply converted to a spatiotemporal phoneme by ignoring
the duration field of the tuple. This process will convert
all or a subset of the input tuples: {P T , D} into a single
symbol/phoneme: {P T,D}.

Note that P T,D now embeds spatial, absolute time and
duration information into a single spatiotemporal phoneme.
Running the method described in Section 5 on the output
sequence of spatiotemporal phonemes allows us to identify
spatiotemporal patterns without the need to explicitly pro-
cess absolute time or duration information. In this way, we
manage to identify spatiotemporal patterns by simply con-
ditioning the input triplets based on absolute time, duration
or on both absolute time and duration. This approach can be
seen as a phoneme renaming process that allows us to keep
the size of the input data set intact while encoding all the
necessary information we need. The only incurred overhead
has to do with increasing the different number of phonemes
used, however, this has no effect on the size of the input to
the algorithm and therefore on its complexity. In addition, it
provides the necessary flexibility to the user to apply different
condition parameters at different phonemes or even differ-
ent condition parameters at the same phoneme according to
the requirements of different activities. Hence, the proposed
scheme scales well with both the size of the input data set as
well as with the number of activities and phonemes we want
to exploit.

To demonstrate how this temporal abstraction operates,
consider the following input sequence of room, time and du-
ration triplets (duration is expressed in minutes):

< {Bed, ”11 : 00pm”, 510}, {Bath, ”7 : 30am”, 25},
{Bed, ”7 : 55am”, 15}, {Bath, ”8 : 10am”, 5},
{Kitchen, ”8 : 15am”, 30} >
This sequence shows a typical morning activity. The person
went to sleep at 11pm, slept for 8, 5 hours, then woke up,
took a shower, then returned to the bedroom to get dressed,
quickly visited the bathroom and finally went to the kitchen



to get breakfast. A possible set of absolute time condition
parameters in this case could be the following:

Phonemes Time Spatiotemporal
Range Phoneme

{Bed} (”8:00pm”,”12:30am”) {Bed Night}
{Bed} (”5:00am”,”11:00am”) {Bed Morning}
{Bath} (”5:00am”,”11:00am”) {Bath Morning}

After applying this conditioning to the input sequence of
triplets we get the following sequence of tuples:

< {Bed Night, 510}, {Bath Morning, 25},
{Bed Morning, 15}, {Bath Morning, 5}, {Kitchen, 30} >
Note that all absolute time references have been eliminated
and the Kitchen phoneme remained the same since there
was no conditioning parameters defined for it. At the im-
mediate next step the set of duration condition parameters
is applied. Such a simple set of parameters can be seen next:

Phonemes Duration Spatiotemporal
Range Phoneme

{Bed} (120,700) {Bed Sleep}
{Bed Night} (120,700) {Bed Night Sleep}
{Bath} (15,30) {Bath Shower}

{Bath Morning} (15,30) {Bath Morning Shower}
{Kitchen} (5,40) {Kitchen Short}

By applying this set of duration condition parameters on
the input sequence of tuples we get the following sequence
of spatiotemporal symbols:

< {Bed Night Sleep}, {Bath Morning Shower},
{Bed Morning}, {Bath Morning}, {Kitchen Short} >
Note that each symbol in the new output sequence encodes
absolute time, location and duration information. For in-
stance, the Bath Morning Shower indicates a bathroom visit
that took place in the morning with a duration large enough
to indicate shower activity. In the same way, the Bed Night Sleep
phoneme provides information of a sleeping activity that
took place during the night. The time and duration con-
dition parameters for the different phonemes can be either
speciffied by the user or extracted for exploitoing the statis-
tics of the raw sensing data as it is demonstrated in Section
7.2.

Due to the semantic information embedded in these sym-
bols, we can use the proposed method for finding way more
fine grained, and thus more informative, sequences over space
and time. In that way, instead of modifying the algorithm
described in Section 5 to explicitly process time information,
something that could significantly increase its complexity
and would poorly scale with the size of the input data set,
we encode the spatiotemporal information into the input
phonemes allowing us to implicitly discover spatiotemporal
patterns.

7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We evaluated the proposed spatiotemporal, activity-based

frequent pattern mining method on a 30-day data trace col-
lected using the home sensor network deployment described
in Section 3. A network of 15 PIR sensors was used to
monitor the occupancy of all the different rooms in the
house. The set of phonemes in this case became the ac-
tual rooms that were visited by the monitored elder person
over time and every such phoneme was associated with an
actual timestamp and a duration interval. To better high-
light the value of the proposed approach and to simplify
our discussion, we opted to operate on a slightly processed
sequence of the visited rooms. In particular, we map the

Sequence Probability

<Sleep,Bath> 68.4%
<Sleep,Bath,Sleep> 26.3%

1 <Sleep,Bath,Sleep,Bath> 21%
<Sleep,Bath,Breakfast> 47.3%

<Sleep,Bath,Breakfast,Hangout> 36.8%
<Bath,Sleep,Bath> 68.4%

2 <Bath,Sleep,Bath,Breakfast> 47.3%
<Bath,Sleep,Bath,Breakfast,Hangout> 36.8%

<Bath,Hangout,Out> 42.1%
<Breakfast,Hangout> 73.6%

3 <Breakfast,Hangout,Bath> 42.1%
<Breakfast,Hangout,Bath,Hangout,Out> 26.3%

<Hangout,Sleep> 26.3%
<Hangout,Bath,Sleep> 47.3%

<Hangout,Bath,Hangout> 52.6%
4 <Hangout,Out> 84.2%

<Hangout,Out,Hangout> 57.8%
<Hangout,Out,Hangout,Bath,Sleep> 26.3%

<Out,Hangout> 79%

Figure 4: A subset of the most frequent spatial se-
quential patterns discovered in the collected trace.

generated sequence of rooms into a sequence of primitive
activities by applying a simple set of rules. This process
has been successfully demonstrated in our previous work [8,
9]. Thus, the actual input phonemes become the different
activities: Sleep, Bath, Breakfast, GetReady, Hangout, and
Out, that provide information about when the person sleeps,
visits the bathroom, has breakfast, gets ready for the day,
spends time in the living-room watching TV and when he is
out of the house respectively. This mapping is equivalent to
the transformation of the raw sensing data (red waveform
at the bottom) to the simple activity waveforms (green and
blue waveforms on the top) shown in Figure 1.

7.1 Spatial Pattern Discovery
We applied the proposed method on the 30-day sequence

of primitive activities, to extract the daily living model of
the monitored person. Since, we were interested in the daily
living model, we defined the duration of an episode to be
the duration of a single 24-hour day. In that way, the in-
put sequence of activities was expressed as a sequence of 30
episodes, where each episode contained an ordered sequence
of the five different primitive activities. First, we applied
our method while ignoring the temporal characteristics of
the input sequence (e.g. no time or duration conditioning
was applied). A subset of the extracted frequent sequential
patterns can be seen in Figure 4. To facilitate the intepreta-
tion of the patterns, we have organized all the similar pat-
terns into chronologically ordered groups. Even though no
temporal information was considered, the daily living model
of the elder person begins to emerge. From the Sleep and
Bath sequences (pattern groups 1 and 2 in Figure 4), one
can see that the sleeping pattern of the monitored person
consists of more than one Sleep and Bath activities. Af-
ter the person wakes up (alternating sequence of Sleep and
Bath activities), he will have breakfast and then spend most
of his time in the living-room watching TV (pattern group
3 in Figure 4). Besides some bathroom visits, the person
continues to hangout in the living area until he eventually
gets out of the house. After the person returns, he will con-
tinue to hangout in the living-room and occasionally visit
the bathroom. The day ends by visiting the bathroom for
one last time before going to bed (pattern group 4 in Figure
4).

7.2 Spatiotemporal Pattern Discovery
While the patterns in Figure 4 provide basic information



Figure 5: Time and duration characteristics of the
Sleep activity. Time is divided into 4 time win-
dows of 6 hours duration each. Duration is divided
into 30-minutes windows. The z-axis represents the
number of times the Sleep activity appeared in a
specific time and duration window.

about the monitored person’s daily living habits, they lack
significant temporal information. Without absolute time or
duration information the importance of the discovered pat-
terns degrades. For instance, knowing that the person wakes
up regularly to visit the bathroom is useful information but
it would be even more informative if we knew when this hap-
pens (in the middle of the night or in the morning) and if it
is periodic or not. In addition, it is important to know that
the person leaves the house but it is even more important to
know when and for how long. To highlight the importance
of time and duration information in the pattern discovery
process consider Figure 5 where the time and duration char-
acteristics of the Sleep activity are shown. Figure 5 shows
the number of times the Sleep activity appears in a specific
time window during a day (4 time-windows of 6 hours du-
ration each) and with a specific duration. Note, that the
total number of the Sleep instances are more than the to-
tal number of days in the recorded data trace. This clearly
shows that the sleeping pattern of the elder person consists
of multiple Sleep instances due to regular bathroom visits.
Also, from the time windows where the Sleep instances ap-
pear we can infer when the person goes to sleep (last time
window) and then interrupts his sleep to visit the bathroom
(first two time windows correspond to bathroom visits in the
night and in the morning respectively). The fact that sleep
is interrupted by frequent bathroom visits can also be seen
by the duration of the different Sleep instances. In general
a Sleep activity can last from approximately one hour up to
approximately 10 hours, however, in most of the cases the
duration is limited between 2 and 4 hours. Figure 5 also
shows the correlation between the absolute time when the
Sleep activity happens and its duration. Sleep activities at

Sequence Probability

<Sleep N Long,Bath M> 21%
1 <Sleep M Long,Bath M> 31.6%

<Sleep M Short,Bath M> 21%
<Bath E,Sleep E Long> 52.6%

<Bath N,Sleep N Long,Bath M> 21%
<Bath M,Sleep M Long,Bath M> 31.6%

2 <Bath M,Sleep M Short,Bath M> 21%
<Bath M,Breakfast M Long,Hangout M Long> 21%

<Bath M,Breakfast M Short> 26.3%
<Bath A,Hangout A Long,Out A Long> 21%

3 <Breakfast M Long,Hangout M Long> 52.6%
<Breakfast M Long,Hangout M Long,Bath A> 31.6%
<Hangout M Long,Bath A,Hangout A Long> 21%

4 <Hangout M Long,Out A Long,Hangout E Long> 26.3%
<Hangout E Long,Bath E,Sleep E Long> 42.1%

<Hangout E Long,Sleep E Long> 21%
5 <Out A Long,Hangout E Long> 42.1%

<Out A Long,Hangout E Long,Bath E,Sleep E Long> 21%

Figure 6: A subset of the most frequent sequential
patterns discovered in the collected trace when both
time and duration conditioning has been applied.
The extensions ‘ M”, ‘ A”, ‘ E”, and ‘ N” stand for
morning, afternoon, evening and night.

different time-windows have different duration characteris-
tics. As Figure 5 shows, the duration of the Sleep activity
instances is usually large when the elder person goes for first
time to sleep a little bit before midnight and it gradually de-
grades after each bathroom visit during the night or in the
morning.

This combination of spatial and temporal information pro-
vides a more detailed insight on the person’s daily activity
and therefore it should also appear in the discovered pat-
terns. Using the time abstraction layer described in Sec-
tion 6 we were able to extract more information-rich spa-
tiotemporal patterns by conditioning the sequence of input
activities on absolute time and duration. In particular, we
partitioned the day in 4 time windows (morning, afternoon,
evening and night) and used a rough classification of the in-
put activities into short and long according to their duration.
Since different activities have different duration character-
istics we used activity-specific duration parameters that we
were able to extract using statistical information, like the
one shown in Figure 5, for all the different input activities.
Figure 6 shows a subset of the discovered spatiotemporal
frequent patterns after running the proposed method on the
conditioned input sequence of activities. Again, in order to
facilitate the intepretation of the patterns, we have orga-
nized all the similar patterns into chronologically ordered
groups. The information that can be extracted now is more
valuable. By looking at the pattern groups 1 and 2 in Fig-
ure 6, we can clearly see that the bathroom visits happen
once during the night and once during the morning. The
same pattern groups show that after the bathroom visit in
the morning the person will go to sleep for a small period
of one to two hours conversely to the previous night sleep-
ing activity instances. After waking up and having a long,
most of the times, breakfast the person will spend most of
his time in the living-room watching TV until the afternoon
(pattern groups 3 and 4 in Figure 6). It is during the after-
noon, usually around 3pm, where the person will leave the
house for approximately 3 hours to continue watching TV
in the living room as soon as he comes back (pattern groups
4 and 5 in Figure 6). During the evening, the person will
eventually visit the bathroom for one last time before going
to sleep (pattern group 5 in Figure 6).
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Figure 7: The generated daily activity model of the
monitored elder person using all frequent patterns
with a probability higher than 15%

These spatiotemporal frequent patterns represent elder’s
person core daily activities. By combining all these pat-
terns together we can build the daily activity model of the
monitored person. Figure 7 shows the activity model that
was generated by combining all the frequent spatiotemporal
patterns discovered by our method with a probability higher
than 15%. Such a model could be used to predict at run-
time the monitored person’s activity or it could be used to
detect unusual or abnormal activity.

8. CONCLUSION
We have introduced a method for extracting spatiotempo-

ral human activity patterns by properly encoding location,
time and duration information into a single phoneme. Our
method can be trasnparently used on different people to au-
tomatically extract their daily activity model. The 30-day
data trace collected from our home sensor network deploy-
ment was invaluable in terms of understanding the process,
its bottlenecks and requirements, and evaluating the effec-
tiveness of the proposed approach. Our exposure to the
real data, revealed that our previous, complimentary work,
on grammars [8, 9] is crucial in terms of transforming raw
sensing data into a higher level form more appropriate for
discovering meaningful patterns. The reason is that due to
the noise that low level data always include, you can poten-
tially have infinite permutations making the pattern discov-
ery process extremely difficult. As part of the future work,
we will focus more on the automatic discovery of the tem-
poral properties of the model.
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